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1.
APPARATUSES FOR MAKING CATHODES

FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE,
RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This invention claims priority from, and is a divisional of
currently U.S. application Ser. No. 13/069,694, filed Mar.
23, 2011, which issued as U.S. Pat. No. 8,728,174 on May

10

2O. 2014.

2
to compress the mixture in the chamber against a Support
member. In preferred embodiments, the combining, heating,
compressing, and cooling steps are not performed in an
electrochemical cell. In Such embodiments, cathodes having
the desired shape can be installed in a separately constructed
battery.
An apparatus for making cathodes for high-temperature,
rechargeable batteries can comprise a chamber containing a
mixture of a first Solid comprising an alkali metal halide, a
second Solid comprising a transition metal, and a third solid,
comprising an alkali metal aluminum halide. A heater in
thermal contact with the chamber can heat the mixture in

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT
15

This invention was made with Government support under
Contract DE-AC0576RLO1830 awarded by the U.S.
Department of Energy. The Government has certain rights in
the invention.
BACKGROUND

vacuum to a temperature greater than or equal to the melting
point of the third solid. A heat-resistant piston compresses
the mixture against a Support member into a desired cathode
shape while the third solid is substantially molten. The
desired shape is defined at least in part by the chamber walls,
the piston, and the Support member. An exit port allows
ejection of the cathode having the desired shape after
cooling. In preferred embodiments, the apparatus is not an
electrochemical cell.

Traditional molten salt batteries typically utilize a tubular
design. Accordingly, traditional approaches and apparatuses
for fabricating cathodes have accommodated the constraints
associated with tubular batteries. For example, the tradi
tional technique for forming cathodes in molten salt batteries
is to place granules of a transition metal and an alkali metal
halide in the batteries and to vacuum infiltrate the granules
with a molten salt. This technique requires plumbing for the

25

tion the nature and essence of the technical disclosure of the
30

molten salt and can result in inexact amounts of the salt

because the amount added cannot be precisely controlled.
More recently, molten salt batteries have been constructed
according to a planar design. Accordingly, the approaches
and apparatuses for fabricating cathodes can be adapted to
better accommodate batteries of any shape and their assem
bly. Furthermore, the approaches and apparatuses can be
improved to provide better quality control over the compo

readily apparent to those skilled in this art from the follow
ing detailed description. In the preceding and following
descriptions, the various embodiments, including the pre
ferred embodiments, have been shown and described.

40

SUMMARY

The present invention relates to methods and apparatuses
for making cathodes for high-temperature, rechargeable
45

and greater certainty, over the composition of the cathode
relative to traditional methods and apparatuses. Further
more, fabrication of the cathodes can occur in a separate
operation from assembly of the batteries containing the
cathodes.

application. The abstract is neither intended to define the
invention of the application, which is measured by the
claims, nor is it intended to be limiting as to the scope of the
invention in any way.
Various advantages and novel features of the present
invention are described herein and will become further

35

sition of the cathodes.

batteries. The invention can enable more accurate control,

The purpose of the foregoing abstract is to enable the
United States Patent and Trademark Office and the public
generally, especially the Scientists, engineers, and practitio
ners in the art who are not familiar with patent or legal terms
or phraseology, to determine quickly from a cursory inspec

Included herein is a description of the best mode contem
plated for carrying out the invention. As will be realized, the
invention is capable of modification in various respects
without departing from the invention. Accordingly, the
drawings and description of the preferred embodiments set
forth hereafter are to be regarded as illustrative in nature,
and not as restrictive.
DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

Embodiments of the invention are described below with
50

In one embodiment, a first solid comprising an alkali
metal halide, a second solid comprising a transition metal,
and a third solid comprising an alkali metal aluminum halide

reference to the following accompanying drawings.
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram depicting an apparatus for
making cathodes according to one embodiment of the pres
ent invention.

are combined into a mixture. The amounts of each of the

three solids are known. An example of an alkali metal halide
is an alkali metal chloride. Preferably, the alkali metal

55

The following description includes the preferred best
mode of one embodiment of the present invention. It will be
clear from this description of the invention that the invention

chloride is NaCl. The transition metal can be Ni. The alkali

metal aluminum halide can comprise NaAlCl4.
The mixture can be heated in a vacuum to a temperature
that is greater than or equal to the melting point of the third
solid. When the third solid is substantially molten liquid, the
mixture is compressed into a desired cathode shape and then
cooled to solidify the mixture in the desired cathode shape.
An exemplary cathode shape is a pellet. Preferably, the
cathode shape is planar. The chamber in which the mixture
is combined can define at least a portion of the desired
cathode shape. In some embodiments, a piston can be used

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

60

is not limited to these illustrated embodiments but that the

invention also includes a variety of modifications and
embodiments thereto. Therefore the present description
should be seen as illustrative and not limiting. While the
invention is susceptible of various modifications and alter
65

native constructions, it should be understood, that there is no

intention to limit the invention to the specific form disclosed,
but, on the contrary, the invention is to cover all modifica
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alkali metal aluminum halide in the mixture. When the alkali

4
to cool until the NaAlCl cools, at which time the pellet is
pushed out of the tube and is ready for installation into a
planar battery.
While a number of embodiments of the present invention
have been shown and described, it will be apparent to those
skilled in the art that many changes and modifications may
be made without departing from the invention in its broader
aspects. The appended claims, therefore, are intended to
cover all such changes and modifications as they fall within
the true spirit and scope of the invention.
We claim:
1. An apparatus for making cathodes for high-tempera
ture, rechargeable batteries, the apparatus comprising:
a base Support defining a seat;
a plug configured to couple with the seat and be supported
by the base support;
a tube configured to couple with the plug;
a sleeve defining a flange, the sleeve configured to be
inserted into the tube, the tube configured to support the
sleeve by the flange when inserted therein, the plug,
tube, and sleeve defining a chamber,
a heater coupled to the chamber and in thermal contact

metal aluminum halide is Substantially molten, the vacuum
is released and the piston 104 is used to compress the
contents in the chamber into a pellet having a desired
cathode shape. Once the cathode is cooled, it can be pushed
out of the sleeve and installed in a battery.
The composition of the cathode is determined by the
mixture initially loaded into the chamber. There is no need
to infiltrate the alkali metal aluminum halide component so
long as the mixture is sufficiently homogeneous prior to
heating. Furthermore, the completed cathode can be sub
jected to quality control analysis outside of a battery prior to

a heat-resistant piston slidably engaging the sleeve,
wherein the base, plug, sleeve, and piston are concen
trically aligned along a single axis.
2. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising a vacuum
port in operable communication with the piston and sleeve.
3. The apparatus of claim 2 further comprising a cap
coupled to the flange of the sleeve, the vacuum port extend
ing through the cap, wherein both the cap and vacuum port
are aligned along the single axis.
4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the sleeve comprises

3
tions, alternative constructions, and equivalents falling
within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined in the
claims.

Referring to FIG. 1 a schematic diagram depicts one
embodiment of the present invention. A base support 103.
bottom plug 102, and sleeve 101 form a chamber in which
the cathodes can be formed. The sleeve is preferably poly
tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). The shape of the cathode is
determined at least in part by the shapes of the bottom plug
and the sleeve.

A mixture of a first Solid comprising an alkali metal
halide, a second Solid comprising a transition metal, and a
third solid comprising an alkali metal aluminum halide can
be placed in the chamber. A piston 104 is placed in the sleeve
and a cap 107 is put on top. Vacuum is applied through a
vacuum port 105 and the cathode materials are heated.
Heating can be achieved by a band heater placed around tube

10

15

106, which can be made of aluminum. The chamber is

heated sufficiently to bring the cathode materials to a tem
perature greater than or equal to the melting point of the

with the chamber; and
25

30

PTFE.

installation.

Example: Cathode for a ZEBRAR) battery
In a preferred embodiment, the transition metal comprises
Ni, and the alkali metal halide comprises NaCl granules. The
alkali metal aluminum halide comprises NaAlCla. These
materials are mixed together and placed inside a PTFE tube
and heated under vacuum until the NaAlCl is melted.
Preferably, the temperature is approximately 200° C., or
greater. The vacuum is removed and a PTFE piston com
presses the mixture into a planar pellet. The pellet is allowed

35

5. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the heater is a band
heater extending about the chamber.
6. The apparatus of claim 5 wherein the band heater
extends about the tube.

7. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the tube comprises
aluminum.
40

8. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the base support
comprises a plurality of posts.
k

k

k

k

k

